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ABSTRACT

This work is devoted to the problems of translation of cultural-bound units. The problem of transferring cultural-bound units is still very actual.

Languages differ in their grammatical, lexical and syntactic structure due to the fact that their native speakers have in mind the different pictures of the world, formed through the prism of their native language.

There are some translation techniques such as transliteration, followed by commentaries, descriptive translation, which is used directly within the translated text, as well as the mixed translation, providing an adequate transferring of culturally-induced phenomena in the translated language.

In addition to purely technical methods of translation, the interpreter has to use such important things as the background knowledge and intuition, as these qualities play an important role not only for translation in general, but appropriate for transferring cultural-bound units, which often do not have equivalents in total translated text, and should be transferred with the utmost care.

In order to prove that the culturally determined phenomenon of initial text can be adequately transferred by various means of language.